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Abstract. A three-dimensional study of the relative importance of the different
odd nitrogen sourcesin the troposphere is discussed. In order to consistently
simulate the chemistry, all the sources are considered simultaneously but each
nitrogen emitted is characterized by a given flavor. This allows us to follow the
evolutionof nitrogenfrom eachsourcewithout affectingthe overall chemicalsystem
of the atmosphere. The model results suggestthat the NO• concentration in
the southern hemisphereis mostly dominated by the lightning source, while the
northern hemisphere odd nitrogen burden results mainly from the influence of
fossilfuel combustion,aircraft, and lightning emissions.In particular, in the upper
troposphericnorthernhemispheremidlatitudes,approximately25-30% of the NOx is
due to aircraft, 15-20% to fossilfuel combustionsourcesat the surface,and 15-20%
to lightning,assumingthat the globalfleet of aircraft releases0.44 TgN/yr and that
lightningproduces5 TgN/yr. The sensitivityof thesefiguresto severalparameters

(aircraft and soil sourcestrengths,as well as the lightningsourcestrengthand its
verticaldistribution)is alsostudied.
1.

[Liu st al., 1987; WMO, 1991;Hauglustainest rtl., 1994].

Introduction

This has the consequencethat relatively small emissions
Nitrogen oxides(NOx=NO+NO2) are critical com- of NO,• from aircraft could play an unexpectedly large
ponents of the troposphere which directly affect the role. As aircraft emissionsare expectedto grow[NASA,

abundanceof troposphericozone [Crutzen, 1974] and
OH [Levy,1971]. As a consequence,
they directly influencethe oxidizingcapacityof the atmosphere[WMO,
1991]. It is, therefore,essentialto understandthe processesthat control the concentration of NOx in the tro-

1993]due to increasingair traffic, it is necessaryto assessthe importance of the aircraft sourcerelative to the
other sourcesand, specifically, to natural sources. The
goal of this study is to identify the relative importance
of each sourceof odd nitrogen and, in particular, evaluate the potential effect of aircraft emissions.

posphere. In particular, it is important to assessthe
relative importance of the anthropogenicemissionsof
Two-dimensional
studies such as those of Ehhalt et
NO•, which have significantly increased over the last al. [1992]or Hauglustaineet al. [1994]providesimple
decades. Because of their increase, the anthropogenic approachesto study the impact of aircraft emissionsbut
emissionsof NO• have enhanced the level of ozone both
sufferfrom being unable to adequately representthreein the boundary layer and probably in the free tropo- dimensional chemical and dynamical atmospheric prosphere. Becauseozoneis a greenhousegas, these emis- cesses.On the other hand, three-dimensional studies of
sionshave the potential to impact climate. Moreover, it the contribution
from various sources are either char-

hasbeen
identified
thattheradiative
forcing
duetoan acterized
byconsideration
ofa single
source
[Levy
and
ozone
change
ishighest
nearthetropopause
level[LacisMoxim,
1989;
Kasibhatla,
1993;
Ii'asibhatla
etal.,1991;
etal.,1990].
Thispointisofparticular
interest
asthe Ii'asibhatla
etal.,1993]
orusing
simple
(reduced)
chemupper
troposphere/lower
stratosphere
istheregion
in istry[Penner
etal.,1991].
In neither
case
istheatmowhich
mostaircraft
emissions
arereleased.
Also,nitro- spheric
chemistry
treatedin a fullyconsistent
manner.
genemitted
in theuppertroposphere
ismuch
moreel- In particular,
theresponse
of ozone
to a variation
in
ficient
in enhancing
ozone
thanground-based
emissions
NO• depends
nonlinearly
ontheamount
ofNOxpresent
[Liu et al., 1987].As a consequence,
if onesourceof odd
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nitrogen is left out of the calculation, then the changes

inNO•andozone
associated
withthismissing
source
may be differentthan its actual effect. Therefore,by not
consideringsimultaneouslyall the sourcesof nitrogen,
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all the previous studies have, to an unknown extent,
miscalculatedthe effect of a single sourceNOz to its

Table 1. Nitrogen SourcesAdopted in the Model

Source
budget. This study will examine the influenceof the
individual sourcestaken all together.
The approach adopted in the present study is to use Aircraft
burning
a relatively detailed troposphericchemistrymechanism Biomass
Fossil fuel
and look at the evolution of the nitrogen speciesaccord- Lightning
ing to their sources;in other wordseachsourceof odd Soil
nitrogen is characterizedby a "flavor" and eachflavor Stratosphere

can therefore be followed, as it is affected by transport

and subject to chemicalreactions. This approachis exact and allows the accurate identification of the portion
of nitrogen associatedwith each source,as long as the
chemistryof the nitrogenfamily is linear (seethe ap-

Total

Size

0.44

4.50
21.70

5.00
6.60

0.20
38.44

Nitrogensourcesmeasuredin teragramsof nitrogen(TgN)
per

year.

pendix). The caseof N205 requiresspecialattention.
The paper is organizedas follows: in section2, the
three-dimensional chemistry transport model used in
' briefly described, m•,na
is
-'• - with the method
usedto tag the nitrogenspeciesto a specificsource.The
results are discussedin section 3, first as zonal means
and then as time series at specific locations. In addition, a sensitivitystudy to the strengthof the lightning,
aircraft., and soil sourcesis performed and comparisons
with available observationsare presented. Finally, conthis •u•y
.... •-'

dynamics and chemistry, is reported by Milllet and

Brasseur[1995]. The readeris referredto that paper
for more information on the model and the description
of the validation procedures and of the results.

2.1. Description of Nitrogen Sources

As formulated in IMAGES, odd nitrogen is released
into the modeled troposphere by six sources: combustion in aircraft engines,biomassburning, lightning, fossil fuel combustion, soil emission, and transport from
2. Model Description and Design
the stratosphere. The globally and annually averaged
of the Experiments
sourcesadopted in the model are listed in Table 1. It
The model used in this study is the Intermediate must be emphasizedthat there is a large uncertainty in
Model of the Annual and Global Evolution of Species the sizeof thesesources,especiallythe lightning and the
(IMAGES) model developedby Milllet and Brasseur soil sources. For example, estimates of the soil source

clusions

are drawn

in section 4.

[1995]. This model has a horizontal resolutionof 5 rangesfrom 5 to 12 TgN/yr [WMO, 1995]. The uncerdegrees in latitude and longitude. It is formulated tainty in the lightning sourcecan be as large as a factor
in the vertical

in terms

of p-coordinate

with

25 lev-

els. Among these levels, five are in the boundary
layer and three in the stratospherewhile the rest spans
the troposphere. In order to limit the computer time
needed to perform the integration, monthly averaged
winds and temperature provided by the European Cen-

ter for Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts(ECMWF)
analyzed data are used. The effect of wind variability at timescalesshorter than 1 month is parameterized
by an eddy diffusivity proportional to the wind variance. Transport of long-lived chemical speciesis simulated using the semi-Lagrangianadvectionschemeof

100 (1 to 220 TgN/yr, M•'ller and Brasseur[1995])but
rangesmostprobablybetween3 and 20 TgN/yr [WMO,
1995]. The valuesusedhere fall into the lowerend of
these ranges. Nevertheless,sensitivity to the strength
of the lightning, aircraft, and soil sourcesis discussed
in sections3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.
In the model, the monthly mean production of NO
from lightning is distributed accordingto the number

of lightningflashesdetectedat dusk by satellite [Turman and Edgar, 1982]. The sourceis explicitly set to
zero in the two upper levelsof the model (i.e., above
100mbar)and the numberof NO moleculesproduced

$molarkiewiczand Rasch[1991]. Convectivetransport per unit time and volume is distributed uniformly with
is parameterized by an array of probability transfer co-

altitude throughout the remaining levels. This latter

efIicients[Costenet al., 1988],dependenton time and assumption is discussedin section 3.4.
location of deep convection as deduced from the Inter-

national SatelliteCloud ClimatologyProject (ISCCP)
data.

In its standard form, the chemical mechanism includes 41 chemical compounds, 125 chemical reactions,
and 26 photodissociations. The model accounts for
chemicaltransformation,surfaceemissions,dry and wet
deposition, and aerosolconversionof nitrogen oxides

The production of NO from soils depends primarily on soil temperature, vegetation coverage,soil type,
nitrate and water concentrations. The monthly aver-

agedglobalsoil emissions
from M•'ller [1992,1993](at
a 50 x 50 resolution)are adopted.Globalemissions
represent6.6 TgN/yr in agreementwith previouslypublishedestimates. About 2.4 TgN/yr are producedby
the tropical forests. The global emissionsare maximum

(NO3, N205). The validationof the model,for both in July (0.7 TgN/month) and minimumin November
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(0.4 TgN/month). A largeportionof the uncertaintyin
the soil sourceis the result of redeposition of NO• onto
the real world, only a small fraction of the
emitted
from the soil reachesthe atmosphere above the canopy.
This effect has been taken into account in the evaluation

2.2.

OF NITROGEN

SOURCES

Design of the Numerical
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Experiments

In this set of experiments,nitrogen atoms are tagged
accordingto their source. This enablesus to accurately
isolate the amount of nitrogen associatedwith a single
sourcewithout affecting the overall chemical schemeof
the model. Nitrogen originally emitted as one species

of the soil sourcestrength.
(e.g., NO) is taggedso that it can be followedduring
Biomassburning includesdeforestation,savannafires,
all subsequent
chemicaltransformations(e.g., to NO2
slash and burn agriculture, fuelwood burning, natural
and subsequent
products). This taggingprocedurealforest fires, and burning of agricultural wastes. Among
ways allows the origin of a nitrogen atom contained in
these, the first two are dominant. NO• emissionsare
a chemical speciesto be monitored.
calculatedfrom estimatesof carbon release [Mfiller,
If, for example, we consider only two sourcesof ni1992]by adoptingthe NO•/CO2 ratio estimatedby
trogen, the total NO mixing ratio can be written as the

et al. [1991](forests,1.4%; savanna,0.7%; fuelwood,
0.4%;agriculturalwastes,1.7%). The geographical
and

sum

NO = XNO + YNO

seasonal variations of the emissions are discussed by

MSller and Brasseur[1995].

where XNO and YNO refers to the mixing ratio of NO
associated with sources X and Y respectively. It is
gasand coal burning,and industrial activitiesincluding therefore possible to express all the chemical reactions
waste disposal. Again, the surface emissionsare taken for the X and Y flavors of NO so that the chemical
from M•'ller [1992];they accountfor geographical
and schemein the model is equivalent to a schemewhere all
seasonalvariations. The geographicaldistribution is the emissions(X+Y) are groupedinto a singlespecies.
determined from population density and the location of This is shown in more detail in the appendix. Every
industries.
The seasonal variation
is determined
from
chemicalspeciescontainingnitrogen is tagged usingthe
the seasonal variation of fossil fuel use. It is clear from
same proceduredescribedabovefor NO. As describedin
Table i that, globally, the fossilfuel sourceis the dom- the introduction, this approach is necessaryto keep the
inant source. In addition, becauseof its geographical overall chemical scheme equivalent in each simulation.
distribution (almostexclusivelyin the northern hemi- The only speciesfor which the effects of two flavors can
sphere),this sourceshouldbe the major contributorof interfere is N205, since this compound is produced by
NOx in the lower to middle troposphereof the northern the combinationof two other nitrogenspecies(NO2 and
hemisphere.
NO3). The implicationof this characteristicis discussed
Another anthropogenicsourceis providedby aircraft in more detail in the appendix.
emissions. The aircraft emissionscontribute signifiFor practical reasons, each simulation has been carcantly to the abundance of NO• in the upper tropo- ried out with only two flavors at a time. In this case,
spheric midlatitudes of the northern hemisphere. The X can be associated with a particular source, while Y
three-dimensional
distribution
of aircraft emissions is
is associatedwith the five remaining sources.To repretaken from the NASA scenarioA [NASA, 1993] and sent the effect of each sourcerequires a total of six runs
is interpolated to the model grid. The global source (eachof 2 years). The comparisonof the total nitrogen
of NO• by aircraft adopted in this study accounts for species(X + Y) from each run showedno noticeable
Fossilfuel combustion includes the emissionsfrom oil,

0.44 TgN/yr and representsapproximately2% of the

differences

source of NO• due to fossil fuel combustion at the sur-

were consideredsimultaneously. Furthermore, for each

face. Other emissioninventories suggestthat the air-

simulationk (with k = 1, 6), the relationship

craft sourcecould be larger by a factor of 2 [WMO,
The influx of NO• produced from N20 destruction
in the stratosphere representsan additional source of

nitrogenfor the troposphere.This influx is associated
with stratosphere-troposphere
exchange.As the model
doesnot resolve(both in time and space)all the processesinvolvedin the exchange,the stratosphericsource
is representedby a seasonallyvarying upper boundary
conditionthat fixesHNO3 at the model top (50mbar).
This upper boundary condition accountsfor an influx of
0.2 TgN/yr into the troposphere.This integratedvalue
is smallerthan in somepreviousstudies[I•asibhatlaet
al., 1991;Ehhalt et al., 1992].However,it is within the
estimatedvaluesof Murphy and Fahey[1994],although
at the low end of their

best estimates.

with

a control

run in which

all the sources

6

Xi - Yk
i=1

was verified to an accuracy of a few percent. Local differences can indeed arise from inaccuracies

in the trans-

port (which is, as constructedin the model, a nonlinear process, especially due to the flux correction pro-

cedure)as the mixing ratio of X speciesexhibitslarge
gradient(as they originatefrom a singlesource),with a
different shape for every different source. As numerical

modelshave difficultieshandling strong gradient, differencescan be expected. It must neverthelessbe clear
that these are local differences,not globally integrated
differences.As a consequencethe mixing ratio Xi, from
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theithsimulation
(orequivalently
fortheithsource),enceof lightning(seePlate lc). The contributionfrom
can be usedto computethe relativeimportanceof that the biomass
burningsourceis,therefore,significant
only
particularsourceto the total burdenof atmosphericni- in the lower troposphere.

trogen
•-•.•=•
Xk.
3.

The influence
of the lightningsource(with a global
and annualaverageassumed
to be 5 TgN/yr) is displayedin Plate lc. It is clearlythe largestsourceover

Results

a largeportionof the southernhemispheretroposphere
As will be shownlater, a keyresultof thisstudyis the whereanthropogenicinfluencesare small. In the troplargeimportanceof the lightningsourcethroughoutthe ical troposphere,the contributionfrom the lightning
free troposphere.The contribution to the NOx concen- sourceevenreachesmorethan 70%. Odd nitrogenprotration from this sourceis surprisinglyrobust,despite ducedby the lightningsourceis relatively important
its relativelysmallsize(seeTable 1). In the lowertro- (20-30%)in the northernhemisphere
primarilydueto
posphere,fossilfuel combustion(in the northernhemi- transport(localsourcesare small in Januarynorth of
sphere)
andsoilemissions
andbiomass
burning(in the 20øN).As the lifetimeof NO• is relativelyshort,transsouthernhcm•opi,crc)
,•,•
' •ontributors.Using port of odd nitrogen from the tropics to the midlat'• •
• *•'
•,,e ,,,,•,•
the sourcessizelisted in Table 1, the zonallyand sea- itudesrequiresrecyclingof NOs through longer-lived
sonally averagedcontribution from the aircraft source reservoir
species
suchasperoxyacetyl
nitrate(PAN) and
never ex••
9.•% •
i• •ned
to the northern hemi- nitric acid (HNOa).
sphere.
Fossilfuel emissionsof NOs are clearly the dominant
contributorin the lower troposphereof the north3.1.
Zonal
Means
ern hemisphere(Plate ld). As for the aircraft emisIn this section, the contribution from each source sionscontribution(Plate l a), thereis a a stronginter-

(expressed
in percent)is definedas the ratio of the hemisphericgradient. There is alsoevidenceof vertical
NOx concentrationassociated
with eachsinglesource convectivetransport from the boundary layer to the
to the total amount of NO• presentat the same loca- middle and upper troposphereas the contributionfrom
tion, that is,

the fossil fuel combustion extends well into the free tro-

X•

posphere
(up to 10 km of altitude).
Soilemissions
(Plate le) are qualitativelysimilarto

contribution
from
source
i - X•6=
• Xk
(1)thosefrom biomassburning but their contributionin

whereXi (i=l,... ,6) represents
the NO• concentration January are nevertheless
twice as large, althoughthe
associatedwith the sourcei. For the rest of the paper, meanannualstrengthof the two sources
is similar(see
NO• is defined as
Table 1). Neither sourceis maximumin January.The
NO•

-

NO 4- NO• 4- NO• 4- HObNOb.

seasonalcycle of the sourcesis described in more detail
in the next section.

The differentcontributionsare displayedas zonal aver-

agesfor the monthof January(Plate 1).
Aircraft

emissions have almost no influence in the

Finally, the contributionof the stratosphericsourceis

onlyimportantto the troposphere
above10 km (Plate
lf). This is true everywhereexceptnear the southPole

southernhemisphereas the contribution from this source where the vertical wind computedfrom the ECMWF

(asdefined
by (1)) neverreaches
morethan1-2%(Plate analysisindicatesa strong descent,which could be unl a). Most aircraftfly north of 30øNand the transport

realistic.

from theseregionsto the southernhemisphereis slow.
Also, the influence is confined to altitudes between 7
and 12 km as other sourcesare proportionnallymore 3.2. Latitude-Season Description
important than the aircraft source in the rest of the tro-

posphere.Indeed, in the upper troposphereand lower
stratosphere,the stratosphericsourceis dominant. At
lower altitudes, in the northern hemisphere,the major contributionsare from the lightningand fossilfuel
sources(Plate lc and d).
The influenceof the biomassburningsourceis only

significant
in the tropicallowertroposphere
(Platelb).

In order to show the relative

contribution

of each

source(asdefinedby (1)) for a givenregionof the atmosphere,the resultsfrom the simulationsare displayedas
seasonallyaveragedzonal meansover latitudinal bands
of 30o width for the 200mbar and 900mbar pressure

levels(Plate 2). Within eachbox, the sumof all contributions is 100%.

At 200mbar(m10 km) and with the assumptions
There is alsoevidenceof convectivetransportasthe rel- made for the size of the differentNO• sources(Taative contribution associated with this source extends
ble 1), the lightningsourceof NOs is clearlydominant
well into the free troposphere.However,althoughcon- throughoutthe entire southernhemisphere,contributvective transport effectivelytransportsNO• produced ing up to 80% of the localNOx concentration
(Plate
by biomassburningfrom the boundarylayer into the 2a). In the northernlatitudesthe contributionof the
upper troposphere,its contribution to upper tropo- stratosphericsourcevarieswith seasonand peaksin DesphericNO• is lessthan 10% primarilydue to the pres- cemberthroughFebruary(DJF), as expectedfromthe
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Plate 1. Latitude-altituderepresentation
of the Januaryzonalmeancontribution(in percent,see
equation(1)) to NOx fromnitrogenemissions
by (a) aircraft,(b) biomass
burning,(c) lightning,
(d) fossilfuel combustion,
(e)soil, and (f) stratosphere.
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climatologyof the lower stratosphericresidualcircula- count for about 20% of the NOx at 900mbar. Aircraft
tion [Rosenlof,1995]. The contributionfrom lightning andstratosphericsourcesarenot importantat this level
peaksin summerin the northernlatitudes, as emissions of the atmosphere.
from fossil fuel combustion

are at a minimum

and emis-

sionsfrom lightning are at a maximum. However, the
contribution from lightning is an important component
throughoutthe year in the northern hemisphereupper
troposphere. At 200mbar, there is no region in which
the biomassburningsourceor the soilemissionsis of significantstrength,eventhoughsomeof the NOx emitted
by thesesourcesis rapidly transportedfrom the boundary layer to the upper troposphereby deep convection.
It is also interestingto note that although a large fraction of the emissions from aircraft

is concentrated

over

3.3.

Time

Series

By looking at the temporal evolution of the different
contributions to the total NOx abundance at a particular location, it is possibleto identify the major sources
responsiblefor the presenceof NOx at the surface, for
that location. Furthermore, using sites with available
observations,the total NO• concentration as simulated
by the model can be compared with observations. A
thorough validation of the model is publishedby Mfi'ller

the northern Atlantic ocean, the emitted NOx clearly andBrasseur[1995];the purposeof this sectionis therespreadsover most of the northern hemispherepoleward fore to identify some key features of the model simulaof 30øN. Finally, at that altitude, the contribution from tions. The stations are chosento be in remote locations,

the aircraft source(20-30%all year long) is very close

with

one oceanic

and one continental

site chosen.

The

to the contribution from the fossil fuel combustion, al-

locations for which we display time series are Mauna

though the latter is globally 50 times larger.
In the southernhemispherewinter and spring, a frac-

Loa Observatory,
Hawaii(20øN,155øW,3.4km)andNiwot Ridge,Colorado(40ø2•N,105ø32•W,3.05km). The

tion (5-10%) of the upper troposphericNOx is due to

major contribution to NO• in the lower northern hemi-

fossilfuel combustion,a sourceprimarily located in the
northern hemisphere. Transport of polluted air from
the northern hemisphere to the southern hemisphere
is sufficientlyvigorousto affectthe NOx concentration
there, in addition to small local sourcesfrom fossilfuel
combustion. Although the NOx concentrationassociated with fossilfuel combustionis 2 ordersof magnitude
smaller in the southern hemispherethan in the region

spheretroposphereis due to fossilfuel emissions
(Plate
2b). It is expectedthat this sourceis dominantat the
surface

as well.

At Mauna Loa Observatory(MLO), the calculated
amountof HNOa (Figure la) is much lower than observed

as it

is the

case for

other

three-dimensional

chemistry-transport
models[Penneret al., 1991]. Furthermore, NO• concentrations calculated by IMAGES

of emission,thesesmall levels(•lpptv) are of signifi- (Figure lb) are alsolowerthan observed.On the other
cance in the remote areas of the southern hemisphere. hand, the amountof PAN (Figure lc) is relativelywell
(probablytransported
It must be noted that the transport characteristicsof reproduced.Fossilfuel emissions
IMAGES have been compared to observations; in par- from the Asian continent)are the primary sourceof niticular, usingKr85, the interhemispheric
transport,as trogen speciesover Hawaii. The contribution from lightrepresentedby IMAGES, has been shownto be realistic

(M•t'llcrandt•rassettr[1995],seetheir Figure4).

ning is of the same order of magnitude than the contribution from fossil fuel only between July and Septem-

At 900mbar, poleward of 30øN, there is a strong seasonal cycle in the relative importanceof the fossilfuel
source, as can be expected from the seasonalcycle in

ber.

From the distribution

of the different

contributions

fuel combustion(Plate 2b) andfrom the fact that nat-

of HNOa over MLO would be to increase the trans-

to the odd nitrogen budget at MLO, it appears that
the most straightforwardway to improvethe simulation

ural emissionspeak in summer. The fossil fuel source port from Asia. This requirement is consistent with
accounts for about 90% of the NOx concentration in the analysis of radon abundance derived at MLO by
winter and 50% in summer. In the tropical regions transportmodels(D. Jacobet al., Intercomparison
and
and in the southern hemisphere,it is clear that four evaluationof global atmospheric
modelsusing222Rn
sourcesare of primary importance: fossil fuel combus- and other short-lived tracers, submitted to the J. Geotion, soil emissions,biomassburning, and lightning. In phys. Res., 1996; N. Mahowald, personal communicathese regions,the fossilfuel sourcerepresentsa much tion, 1996). Nevertheless,this shouldalsoimply higher
smaller portion and the lightning sourcea much larger PAN, which seemsto be in good agreementwith the obportion than in the northern hemisphere. Biomass servations. Furthermore, increasedtransport would not

burning never exceeds20%. Soil emissionsdominate
the non-lightningNOx sourcesbetween 30øS and the
equator. Finally, in the extratropical southern hemisphere,the fossilfuel sourceis significant, despite the
very small continental area of this hemispherecovered
by this source.However,as the contributionsfrom the

help improvingthe simulationof the HNOa/NOx ratio
(not shown). Therefore,other possibleimprovements
could be to increaseother sourcesof NO• (lightning
in particular) and to parameterizemore accuratelythe
heterogeneousprocessesin IMAGES.

At Niwot Ridge (Figure ld), the summerpeak of

other sourcesare very small south of 30øS, the local HNOa is fairly well reproduced but the winter minimum
anthropogenicsourcesare sufficientlysignificantto ac- is slightly larger than in the observations.This suggests
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Figure 1. Time evolutionof the relativecontributionof the differentsourcesto (a) HNO3
at Mauna Loa, (b) NO• at Mauna Loa, (c) PAN at Mauna Loa, (d) HNO3 at Niwot Ridge.
The curve labels A-F stand, respectively,for aircraft, biomass,lightning, fossilfuel, soil and
stratosphere.The total mixing ratio curve is labeled T. In Figure la to lc, the observeddata is

from MLOPEX 2 (data archive)whilein Figureld it is takenfrom Parrishet al. [1986].

that its wet and/or dry removalof HNO3 couldbe too
weak overthe United States. A comparisonof the total
depositionof the nitrogenspeciesovernorth Americaas
simulatedin IMAGES (E.A. Hollandet al., The spatial
distributionof atmosphericnitrogendepositionand its
impact on terrestrial ecosyst.
em.•, submitted to the J.
Geophys.Res., 1996) with the modelresultspublished
by Gallowayet al. [1994]showsthat the odd nitrogen

removal in IMAGES is indeed lower by 10-20% over
most of the United States. As at MLO, the main contribution to the odd nitrogenbudget at Niwot Ridge is
due to the fossilfuel burning emissions.Of the other
sources,soil emissionsand lightning are the most important.

In conclusion,in this model study, the main source
of odd nitrogen compoundsat the surfacein the north-
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ern hemisphere is due to fossil fuel combustion even in season. It is clear that as the amount of NO• proremote areas. This is also true for longer-lived species duced by lightning increases,the amount of NOs insuch as HNO3.
creaseseverywhere. This increase, however, is not lin-

ear. Note in particularthat, in the winterseason(DJF),
3.4.

Sensitivity to Lightning Source

the cross-equatorialgradient of NOs reversesbetween

the 2 TgN/yr and 10 TgN/yr cases.

In section 3.2, the importance of the lightning source
For these three cases, the range of modeled NO• is
has been identified, for both the northern and southern generallywithin the rangeof the measuredvalues[Kley
hemispheres.Nevertheless,as describedin section2.1, et al., 1981; Drummond et al., 1988; Carroll et al., 1990;
thereis a largeuncertaintyin the amountof NOx that is Ehhalt et al., 1992; Ridley et al., 1994; Weinheimer et

producedgloballyand annuallyby lightning. It is there- al., 1994; WMO, 1995]. However,in summer,the mixfore interestingto assessthe sensitivity of our model ing ratio of 320ppt calculated between 30øN and 60øN
results(presentedin section3.2) to the intensityof the for the 10 TgN/yr caseis larger than the measurements
lightningsource. For that purpose,we considerlight- except those of Ehhalt et al. These latter measurements
ning sourcestrengthsof 2 and 10 TgN/yr, respectively, may have been influenced by rapid transport from the
insteadof the 5 TgN/yr usedabove. Becauseone em- boundary layer and may not be representative of the
phasisof this paper is on aircraft emissions,the dis- mean state of the atmosphere(D.H. Ehhalt, personal
cussion in this section focuses on the 200mbar surface.
communication,1995). Furthermore,for other seasons
Furthermore, as the contribution of fossilfuel emissions and/or other locations,the 10 TgN/yr simulationtends
is large in the northern hemispherebelow 500mbar, a to overpredict the NO• mixing ratio compared to the
changein the lightning sourceis not expectedto af- observations. As the upper tropospheric NOx simufect substantiallythe odd nitrogen budget in the lower lated in the case of a lightning sourceof 10 TgN/yr
is somewhat larger than the upper limit of the obsertroposphereof the northern hemisphere.
The results correspondingto the simulation with a vations, this suggeststhat each year a relatively low
lightningemissionof 2 TgN/yr are shownin Plate 3a. lightningsource(lowerthan 10 TgN) is releasedin the
In the southernhemisphere,lightning remainsthe dom- atmosphere by thunderstorms. This conclusion agrees
inant source and contributes to a minimum of 45-50% of with the likely estimated sourcefrom lightning listed by
the total sourceof NOx at all times. At high southern
Important factors in our calculations are both the
latitudes(polewardof 60øS),wherethe ligthningcontribution is small, soil emissionsbecomefairly significant, strength of the lightning source and its vertica] distriaccountingfor more than 20% in winter. The impor- bution. As the efiSciencyof NO• in cata]yzing the protance of soils is a clear indication of the effectiveness of
duction of ozone can be larger in the upper than in the
convectivetransport from the boundary layer to the up- lowertroposphere[Liu et al., 1987], it is important to
of this source as a
per troposphere.The nitrogen sourceassociatedwith refine estimates of the distribution
biomassburningneverexceeds15% of the total. In the functionof altitude [Ridley et al., 1995].
In this study, so far, the NOx produced by lightning
northern hemisphere,the contributionfrom lightning to
the NO• budgetis alwayslessthan 50%. In this case (i.e. the numberof moleculesproducedper unit time
aircraft emissionsaccount for 30-40% of the NO• pole- and unit volume)was assumedto be constantwith alward of 60øN. This is in good agreement with other titude. This has the consequencethat, as the density
publishedresults[Ehhalt et al., 1992; Hauglustaineet decreaseswith altitude, the lightning sourceof NO• becomesincreasinglymore important with increasingaltial., 1994].
Shown in Plate

3b are the results for the simula-

tion assuminga lightning sourceof 10 TgN/yr. As
expected by extrapolating the results from the simulations performed with smaller lightning sources,the
lightningsourcebecomesby far the largestcontributor
to NO• on the 200mbar surface at all locationsthroughout the year. The lowest contribution by lightning is
found in winter poleward of 60øN, where it accounts
for 50% of the NO• concentration. With a lightning

tude. In order to assessthe importance of this assumption, the vertica] distribution of lightning was changed

so that it is weightedby density. As a consequence,the

lightningsourceof NO• (on a mixingratio basis)from
lightning is constant with altitude. In two simulations

usingthis a]teredlightningsourceof 5 TgN/yr, the respective contributions of lightning and aircraft to the

odd nitrogenbudgetare isolated. At 200mbar(where
the major changeoccurs),in comparisonwith the con-

sourceof 10 TgN/yr, the aircraftcontributionis always tro] experiment, the annua]]y averagedcontribution of
smaller than 20%.
the ]ightningsourceto the NOs budgetclearly decreases
In an attempt to constrainthe lightning source,NOx
by 10 to 20% polewardof 300(Figure 3a). As a conseconcentrations

calculated

on the 200mbar level are com-

quence,the contribution of the aircraft sourceincreases
paredwith availablemeasurements.Figure 2 showsthe in the sameregionby a few percent,accountingfor 30%
latitudinal variation of the calculated NO• mixing ra- of the NO• burden at 200mbar, instead of the 20% contio for lightningsourcesof 2, 5, and 10 TgN/yr for each tribution found in the control experiment.
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3.5.

Sensitivity to the Aircraft

Source

3.6.

In this study, the aircraft source has a global av-

Sensitivity to the Soil Source

As describedin section 2.1, emissionof nitrogen from

erageof 0.44 TgN/year. Consideringthe uncertainty soils is also only partially known, with a size estimated
[WHO, 1995]in the evaluationof the size of the air- to be in the rangeof 5-12 TgN/year [WHO, 1995]. As
craft source and the possible increase in the subsonic the controlrun uses6.6TgN/year (seeTable 1), we ran
fleet, a run with an aircraft sourcetwice as large (i.e., a simulation in which the soil emissions were doubled.
0.88TgN/year insteadof 0.44) is usedto quantify the As could be expectedfrom Plate 2b, no noticeable effect
sensitivity of the model to the size of this source. In
the caseof increased aircraft emissions,the proportion
of NOx originating from aircraft can reach levels up to

occurs on the 200mbar surface. On the other hand, in
the annual average, the contribution from soils reaches

40-50% in the upper troposphericnorthern latitudes,

at 900mbar

morethan 50% (comparedwith 30% in the controlrun)
for the area located

between

30øS and the

for seasonalaverages(not shown). On the 200mbar Equator (not shown).
surface, for an annual average, the consequenceis an
increaseof the contribution from the aircraft source by

approximately50% (Figure3b), similarto the increase

4.

Conclusions
In order to determine

the relative contribution

of each

seenin the experiment in which the lightning sourcewas odd nitrogen sourceon the atmosphericconcentration
reducedto 2 TgN/yr (seesection3.4). The important of NOx, a three-dimensionalglobal chemistry transport
point to notice is that doublingthe sourcedoesnot dou- model has been modified so that each source is identible the contribution of NO• by aircraft. This is easily fied by a particular "flavor". This tagging procedure
understood by the fact that, as NO• is locally increased has been shown to accurately describe the chemical
by the emissions,both the numerator and denominator transformations of the emitted specieswhile allowing
of each source to the
of the ratio of the NO• contribution from a single source the isolation of the contribution
to the total NO• increase. As a consequence,future in- total nitrogen budget. As the NO• chemistry is highly
creasesin aircraft emissionswill become less important nonlinear, it can be expected that there will be differences between the method used in this study and the
on a percentagebasis.
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Figure 3. Latitudinal representationof the annualaverageof the contributionon the 200mb
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for the experiment(labeledEXP) with a modifiedverticaldistribution(seetext for details)and

(b)theaircraftsource
forthecontrol
experiment
(labeled
CTL)andfortheexperiment
(labeled

EXP) with a doubledaircraftsource(seetext for details).

more usual approachof removingone sourceor considA striking feature of the model is the importanceof
ering only a singlesource. As an example, the contribu- the lightning sourcethroughoutthe atmospheresouth

tion from the aircraft source(for January),computed of 30øN,regardless
of the season,evenfor a globalproas the difference between a run with all sources and a ductionof NO• from lightningaslowas2 TgN/yr. Near
run with no aircraft sourceis shown as Figure 4. It is the surface(900mbar),the fossilfuel emissions
are a
clear that, although the presentplot is not fundamen.tally different than Plate l a, there is a differencein the
extent of the 20% contour. Larger differencescan in
fact be expected for regionswhere the contribution of
the consideredNO• source is large, such as the fossil
fuel emissionsor the lightning source.
The results confirm the strong importance of the
lightningsource,evenin the upper troposphereat northern midlatitudes despite its relatively small size. In this
region, the contribution from aircraft emissionsis also
substar,da,. ,,,e •labu•pu•lic sourceuu• not account
for more than 10-15% of the zonally averagedNO• in
the upper troposphere. This result is consistent with

very significant portion of the atmosphericNO• concentration, dominating the other sourcespoleward of
30øN.

The aircraftNO• source(assumed
to be 0.44TgN/yr)
accountsfor 20-30% at 200mbarof the atmospheric
NO• at most,if the lightningsourcerepresents
5TgN/yr.
This figure is slightly less than most of the previous

studies[Ehhaltet al., 1992;Hauglustaine
et al., 1994].
The main reasonfor the comparativereductionin the
aircraft source contribution

of the aircraft source to the

•,,,,• •u•,get is the strongcontributionof the lightning
sourceover most of the globe at 200mbar. Similarly,
the contributionof the stratosphericsourceto the tro-

the findingof Kasibhatlaet al. [1991],but is different posphereis always small at midlatitudes in the northfrom the conclusions
of Ehhalt et al. [1992].
ern hemisphere.When the lightningsourceis increased
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Appendix'

Applicability
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of the Tagging

Procedure
2O

To illustrate the applicability of the tagging procedure described in section 2.2, we discussthe following
particular case. Consider, for example, the reaction

15

NO+ HO2-• NO2+ OH

10

(A1)

with reaction coefficientk•. The mixing ratio of NO
and NO2 can be written as

0

-90

-60

-30

Eq

30

60

90

[NO]- [XNO]+ [YNO]

(A2)

[NOu]- [XNOu]+ [YNO2]

(Aa)

Latitude

Figure 4. Latitude-altitude representationof the Jan- where XNO and YNO represent flavors X and Y of NO.
(A1) can be rewritten as the set of
uary zonalmeancontribution(in percent,contourevery As a consequence,
10%)to NOx fromnitrogenemissions
by aircraft,com- two equations(with the same reaction rate k• as in
puted as the difference between a run with all sources (A1))

and a run with no aircraftsource(seetext for details).

XNO+ H02 --• XNOu+ OH

(A4)

YNO+ HO2 2_,k
YN02 + OH
(A5)
from 2 to 10 TgN/yr, the contributionof aircraft emissionsdecreasesfrom 40 to 20%, respectively.
The conservationequationsfor the mixing ratios of the
Time series of NOx, HNO3, and PAN at the sur- different chemicalproducts are therefore expressedby
face clearly demonstratesthat the largest contribution
to these speciesin the northern hemisphere is due to
emission of NOx from fossil fuel combustion. Over ther

remote Pacific ocean, the contribution of the lightning

sourceis occasionally
(summermonths)largerthan of
the fossil fuel source.

This

is due to the combined

ef-

d

d-•[XNO2]-

k• [XNO] [HO2]

d
[YNOu]
- k•
dt

[YNO] [HO21

d

dt[OH]-

k• [XNO] [HO2]+ k• [YNO] [HO2].

fect of enhancedproduction from lightning and reduction from fossilfuel combustionin easternAsia during
the summer months. However, at Mauna Loa Observa- One can easilyshowthat theseequationsare equivalent
tory, the simulated time evolution of NOx has a much to the conservationequationswritten without nitrogen
strongerseasonalcycle than that suggestedby the ob- splitting.
For the nonlinearterms in nitrogen, this method can
servations. In particular, the summer minimum found
also
be applied. If we consider the case of the reaction
in the model calculation is not present in the data. The
preponderance of the fossil fuel source in the lower tropospherehas an important implication for the terres-

NO2+ NO3 2_•N205

trial biospherereceivingthe depositednitrogen. Indeed,
the increasedsupply of nitrogen associatedwith human
activities and the related fertilization of soils may increase the uptake of atmospheric CO2 by the terrestrial biosphere,possiblyaccountingfor a fair portion of

ratio of NO• and NO3 into its X and Y components.
Consequently, four different flavors of N•O5 must be

the missingCO2 sink (E.A. Hollandet al., The spatial
distribution of atmosphericnitrogen deposition and its
impact on terrestrial ecosystems,submitted to the J.

G,ophu.

lOOe;

,t

[lOOe]).

The very large portion of the nitrogen budget associated with lightning throughout the troposphereclearly
illustrates the need for a better understanding of the
strength, vertical, and geographicaldistribution of odd
nitrogen emissionsassociatedwith lightning discharges
in thunderstorms. Along the same line, the uncertainty
associatedwith soil emissionsand biomass burning is
fairly large and a better understandingof these sources
could alter the conclusionsof this analysis, especially
for the lower to mid troposphere.

(A6)

one can, as in (A2) and (A3), apportionthe mixing

defined,sothat (A6) can be rewritten as

XNO2-4-XNO3
XNO2+ YNO3
YNO2-4-XNO3
YNO2+ YNO3

--• XXN205
23,KXYN2Os
--• YXN205
--• YYN2Os.

The cross terms XY and YX are products of a reaction betweenan X flavored nitrogen with an Y flavored

nitrogen. The reversereaction (or any dissociationof
N205) producesat the sametime an X and an Y product. It is straightforwardto verify that the resulting
conservationequations for NO2, NO3, and N205 are
equivalentto the original conservationequations.
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